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Introduction
Multi-attributes decision making (MADM) is the process of finding the most suitable alternative or candidate from all of the feasible alternatives for evaluation and selection problems. The increasing complexity of the manufacturing environment makes it less possible for decision makers (DMs) or experts to take into account all relevant properties of the evaluation and selection problem (Mojtahedi et al., 2010; Mousavi et al. 2013a,c) , and then to provide performance ratings of each alternative and the relative importance of each attribute by precise values. In fact, much knowledge presented by the DMs or experts would be imprecise or incomplete judgments rather than exact and numerical values; As a result, uncertain situations should be considered for MADM methods in real-life applications. The MADM methods under uncertainty have been widely spread in real-world decision situations in the manufacturing environment; for instance, selection of e-sourcing (Singh and Benyoucef, 2011) , evaluation of flexible manufacturing systems (Vahdani et al., 2013b) and new product selection .
Regarding the recent application of MADM methods in real-life complex decision problems, for instance, Mojtahedi et al. (2010) applied group decision-making approach based on the technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) for concurrently identifying and evaluating risks in gas refinery plants. Singh and Benyoucef (2011) proposed a fuzzy TOPSIS based methodology to solve the sealed-bid, multi-factors reverse auction problem of esourcing. Vahdani et al. (2011) developed fuzzy multi-criteria analysis for ranking and selecting the potential alternatives based on the fuzzy modified TOPSIS method. Then, the presented method was applied to the rapid prototyping process selection and the robot selection problems. Hamzacebi and Pekkaya (2011) used the grey relational analysis (GRA) to determine stock investments and three different methods, including heuristic, analytic hierarchy process (AHP), and learning via sample, were considered to obtain the attributes' weights. Ebrahimnejad et al. (2012) hybridized a modified analytic network process (ANP) and an improved VIKOR (VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje in Serbian, it means multi-criteria optimization and compromise) for construction project selection in the fuzzy environment. Vahdani et al. (2013a) introduced the compromise solution method for solving fuzzy group decision-making problems by considering both conflicting evaluation criteria. The proposed method is then applied to a case study for the contractor selection problem in construction industry.
In the manufacturing environment, numerous companies are brought to be more and more attentive to the process variations, resulting in product's dimensional and geometrical specification variations. Facing production variations and tight geometrical tolerances, modern manufacturing intends as well to ensure the product functionalities and requirements through adequate solutions. These two go through an effective inspection plan with certain particularity as major functions to satisfy the global criteria (attributes) common on all design stages. Hence, the performance despite conflicting industrial objectives of a production system has become to take global, not local, proportions so that the inspection planning is regarded as an integral part of the design, manufacturing process selection and process planning (Zhao et al., 2009) .
Elaborating an inspection plan, experts' knowledge is integrated to decision making, and human subjectivities are attached. Sometimes they are brought to estimate risk factors while no explicit knowledge is available. The granularity of information provided by the experts determines the development of solutions. Despite quantitative and qualitative information, an inspection plan should be associated to an adequacy note, regarding to the global performance. In a decision-making context, multiple facets of performance can be translated and dispersed across multiple sub-criteria. They cause complex problems as sets of conflicting criteria are usually treated concurrently. The definition and the decomposition of the criteria (i.e., main strategic guidelines) impact on the final operational decisions regarding the relevance of inspection plan candidates. Also, this is suitable for the evaluation of criteria regarding the granularity of information.
For all the above-mentioned purposes, industries should concentrate on the inspection planning from tactical and operational point of views to meet their objectives in terms of quality, cost and time, and to respect their constraints as feasibility and competitive economic contexts. This problem can be viewed within the context of an MADM framework. Decision-making techniques can aggregate multiple criteria and their weights to one global adequacy note for each inspection scenario associated to the criteria. A significant decision for an inspection plan, including product conformity control and process monitoring, proposes a compromise solution among the non-conformity rate seen by customers, the manufacturing and inspection cost and the realization difficulty of products regarding the awaited functionalities and requirements.
Most researchers have focused on the computer-aided inspection planning; however, few studies have been conducted on the selection of the best inspection scenario in manufacturing firms. Regarding the related literature on decision-making methods in the inspection process planning, Pandey and Kengpol (1995) developed a model for selecting the best possible automated inspection device in flexible manufacturing systems. For this purpose, they employed the preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluations (PROMETHEE) to appraise alternatives. Ferreira et al. (2009) presented a decision model with the multi-attribute utility theory to determine inspection intervals of condition monitoring based on delay time analysis. Bana e Costa et al. (2012) introduced a multi-attribute model for auditing a predictive maintenance programme (PMP) developed and implemented in the general hospital of ciudad real (GHCR) in Spain, and applied the measuring attractiveness by a categorical based evaluation technique (MACBETH) to establish a hierarchical additive value model with attributes' weights.
The review of the related literature indicates that although some researchers have studied the inspection planning from tolerance-driven and geometry-based computer-aided planning in manufacturing systems; none of them have considered the selection of inspection scenarios by the MADM methods. Moreover, multi-attributes analysis and inspection scenario selection have not been investigated in an uncertain environment.
For the first time in the literature, this paper presents a new distance-based intuitionistic fuzzy grey model to solve inspection scenario selection problems in manufacturing firms. In numerous decision problems for real-world manufacturing applications, for some of attributes while exact evaluations can be determined, for others they cannot. Experts or DMs usually need to express their preferences over alternatives versus the selected attributes. Considering the competitive market environment, the decisions become more complex. The preference information and judgments provided by the DMs may be incomplete and insufficient. They can be regarded as uncertain or hesitation issues because they have made decisions under time pressure and lack of knowledge or data in practice. In fact, since experts' opinions and preferences are often vague and complex and they cannot estimate their preferences with exact values, linguistic evaluations can only be given instead of exact evaluations. In such cases, it seems to be well suited to express the DMs' preferences in intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs) with ill-known membership grades, which is a generalization of the Zadeh's fuzzy set. The IFS theory is proper and suitable for expressing hesitation of the DMs or experts for manufacturing decision problems and applications under uncertainty (Vahdani et al., 2013b) . It assists the DMs to utilize more flexible ways to express real-world decision situations provided by the truthmembership function and non-truth-membership function for an element in order to indicate the degrees of satisfaction and nonsatisfaction. In recent years, the IFS has been widely employed to many decision-making problems with remarkable results (e.g., Boran et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2011; Vahdani et al., 2013b) .
Since there is a few research on fuzzy grey MADM by considering their advantages and these kinds of problem solving approaches can be more objective in expressing some decision-making situations under uncertainty in reality, the fuzzy and grey theories are worthy of more attention. Hence, this paper introduces a new decision model to meet the demands of practical decision problems in manufacturing firms. For this purpose, a new design of distancebased model is proposed in this paper to handle complex decisionmaking problems in an uncertain environment. The presented model is based on the integration of the IFS theory and the grey relational analysis (GRA) along with multi-attributes analysis. Firstly, linguistic terms characterized by intuitionistic fuzzy numbers along with numerical values are taken into account to obtain the importance of selected scenario (i.e., alternative) and to provide the performance rating of scenarios in terms of the conflicting attributes. The intuitionistic fuzzy numbers employ the truth-membership function and non-truth-membership function to point out the degrees of satisfaction and non-satisfaction of each scenario by considering a set of attributes, respectively. Secondly, a weighting method is developed based on a generalized version of the entropy and IFSs as well as experts' judgments to determine the importance of attributes. Thirdly, a new GRA is introduced to analyze the extent of connections between two potential scenarios by an intuitionistic fuzzy distance measurement, which plays an important role in the selection problem. Finally, a new intuitionistic fuzzy compromise ratio index is presented to evaluate the scenarios and to select the most suitable scenario in a complex environment.
A real case study in the automotive industry in France for the selection problem of the inspection planning is presented to demonstrate the applicability of the intuitionistic fuzzy grey distance-based model. The computational results illustrate that the proposed model is suitable and proper as the decision-making approach to analyze the inspection scenarios in an uncertain environment in the manufacturing firms.
In sum, the main contributions of this paper are provided as follows:
Presenting a new intuitionsitic fuzzy version of distancebased methods by utilizing linguistic terms and numerical values, in which performance ratings of potential scenarios in terms of a set of selected subjective and objective attributes, and the importance of each attribute given by considering their truth membership and non-truth-membership functions.
Developing a new intuitionsitic fuzzy GRA by considering the correlations between the reference level scenarios and other compared scenarios in a complex and uncertain environment.
Proposing a new intuitionistic fuzzy compromise ratio index to assess and select the scenarios by considering the weight of the strategy for the maximum group utility in a complex and uncertain environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic concepts and definitions of IFSs and GRA are reviewed. In Section 3, the proposed new distance-based intuitionistic fuzzy grey model is introduced based on combining the concepts of IFSs and GRA. In Section 4, a case study by applying the proposed model to evaluate the inspection scenarios in the automotive industry is presented, after which this paper describes how the new intuitionistic fuzzy grey decision model is effective. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.
Review of the basic concepts and definitions
In this section, basic concepts and definitions of the IFSs theory as well as the GRA employed in this paper are briefly provided as below.
Intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFSs)
The concept of IFS was originally introduced by Atanassov (1986) which has been characterized by three main degrees, including membership degree, non-membership degree and hesitancy degree. The IFS is more flexible and suitable to handle fuzziness and uncertainty for complex decision problems (Atanassov, 1999) than the traditional fuzzy sets introduced by Zadeh (1965) . Some definitions of the IFSs are presented as follows:
Definition 2.1.1. An IFS A on the universe of discourse U is defined as an object of the form (Atanassov, 1986) :
In this expression, the maps μ A : U-0; 1 ½ and ν A : U-0; 1 ½ represent the membership and non-membership degree functions of A, μ A and ν A represent the degrees of membership and nonmembership of the element x to the set A, respectively. The following inequalities should be satisfied by these two quantities: 0 r μ A ðxÞþν A ðxÞ r 1:
Obviously, when the right equality holds, the IFS decreases to a traditional fuzzy set; when the left equality meets, it considers that a DM or expert is completely hesitated about the decision making (Atanassov, 1999) .
Definition 2.1.2. An IFS A includes a non-negative value for each x A U (Atanassov, 1986) :
π A ðxÞ is regarded as the degree of hesitation with the membership of element x A U to A. It is obviously observed that for each x A U: 0 r π A ðxÞ r 1:
Definition 2.1.3. The summation and multiplication operations between two IFSs, A and B, as follows (Atanassov, 1989) :
Other operations of the IFSs are presented by De et al. (2000) :
Definition 2.1.4. Intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geometric by considering a weighting vectorω, IFWG ω , is defined as (Xu and Yager, 2006) :
Definition 2.1.5. Intuitionistic fuzzy weighted average by considering a weighting vectorω, IFWA ω , is defined as (Xu, 2007a) :
Definition 2.1.6. Distance between two IFSs, A and B, is as follows (Szmidt and Kacprzyk, 2000) :
where DðA; BÞ is the normalized Euclidean distance between A and B; it is presented to measure the difference between two IFSs.
Definition 2.1.7. A score function S is defined to measure an IF value A as follows (Xu, 2007b) :
Also, an accuracy function H is defined to evaluate the accuracy degree of IF value Aas follows: if HðAÞ o HðBÞ, then A is smaller than B, denoted by A o B.
Grey relational analysis (GRA)
Grey theory was originally introduced by Deng (1982) . This theory has been widely employed to solve the decision problems under uncertainty, particularly under the discrete data and information incompleteness (e.g., Wu, 2002; Hamzacebi and Pekkaya, 2011) . The objective of the GRA from the grey theory is to provide a mathematical way to compute the correlation between the series that compose a set space (Deng, 1988; Deng, 1989a,b) . In fact, the GRA is one of the well-known methods to evaluate different relationships among the discrete data sets and make decisions under multiple conflicting attributes. The main merits are that computations can be simple and straightforward, and results can be based upon the original data (Wu, 2002) . Some definitions of the grey theory and GRA are presented as follows (Deng, 1989a,b; Chen and Tzeng, 2004) :
Definition 2.2.1. Let X be a decision factor set of grey relations, x 0 A Xthe referential sequence, and x i A Xthe comparative sequence with x 0 (k) and x i (k) representing, respectively, the numerals at point k for x 0 and x i . If γðx 0 ðkÞ; x i ðkÞÞ and γðx 0 ; x i Þ are real numbers, and satisfy the following four grey axioms, then γðx 0 ðkÞ; x i ðkÞÞ is regarded as the grey relational coefficient of these factors in point k, and the grade of grey relation γðx 0 ; x i Þ is the average value of γðx 0 ðkÞ; x i ðkÞÞ. According to the above four axioms of grey relations, a mathematical equation for the grey relational coefficient is computed by:
It is regarded as the index for distinguish ability in the grey relational coefficient. The distinguished coefficient takes between 0 and 1, which is to extend or reduce the range of the grey relational coefficient. 3. Proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey distance-based model
Proposed evaluation and selection problems in real-life manufacturing applications under multiple attributes involve uncertain and imprecise information. These problems are taken into account where values of performance ratings for all scenarios versus multiple subjective attributes as well as the importance of each conflicting attribute are presented as linguistic terms, along with numerical values; then they can be convertible to intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Assume that A¼ (A 1 , A 2 ,…, A m ) is the set of potential scenarios and C¼ (C 1 , C 2 ,…, C n ) is the set of conflicting subjective and objective attributes employed in assessing the scenarios. The proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey distance-based model involves the following steps:
Step 1. Intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix is constructed. Assume that the performance rating of scenario
the performance rating of each alternative versus the objective attributes should be convertible into an intuitionistic fuzzy number. Thus, they can be normalized into the range of [0, 1]. The normalized performance rating values can be computed as follows:
For benefit attributes, we have:
and for cost attributes, we have:
Then,x ij can be denoted as an intuitionistic fuzzy number
An intuitionistic fuzzy decision-making problem under multiple attributes can be concisely provided in matrix format as follows: 
Step 2. Entropy weights of the attributes are obtained. I j is computed by (Ye, 2010) :
where 0 r I j r 1, and j ¼ 1; 2; …; n. Then, the entropy weight of the jth attribute can be defined as follows:
where ω j A 0; 1
Step 3. Final intuitionistic fuzzy weights are determined. Since the attributes may be different in nature, they can have the different importance. Intuitionistic fuzzy weights of selected attributes can be linguistic variablesc j provided by a DM or expert, which can be expressed in intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Thus, we have:
wherec j is obtained by a DM and ω j is given by the entropy, α A 0; 1 ½ .
Step 4. Intuitionistic fuzzy positive-ideal solution (IF-PIS) and negative-ideal solution (IF-NIS) asr þ j andr À j are determined by:
Let J 1 and J 2 be benefit attribute and cost attribute, respectively.
Step 5. Positive-ideal separation matrix Δ þ and negative-ideal separation matrix Δ À are constructed according to definition 2.1.6. 
Step 6. Grey relational coefficients of each alternative (ξ 
where the distinguished coefficient γ can be set to 0:5. Eqs. (11) and (12) are presented to assess different relationships among each potential scenario and positive-ideal and negative-ideal solutions under multiple conflicting attributes by grey relations.
Step 7. Γ i ,Ψ i , Γ 0 i and Ψ 0 i values are computed for i ¼ 1; 2; …; m based on the score function in definition 2.1.7 as follows:
where Γ i and Γ 0 i are regarded to formulate the ranking measure of group utility for each DM; also, Ψ i and Ψ 0 i are taken into account to formulate the individual regret for each DM.
Step 8. Values of indices ϑ i and χ i are computed by the following relations:
and
2 Þ are regarded as the relative importance for the strategy of the majority attributes, whereas ð 2 À ðΓ i þ Ψ i Þ 2 Þ and ð 2 À ðΓ 0 i þ Ψ 0 Þ 2 Þ are the relative importance of the individual regret. The values are provided by DMs through the group decisionmaking process. In common practice, we can set these values equal to 0.5 (e.g., Vahdani et al., 2013a) . In fact for the compromise solution approaches, when the values of ð Γ i þ Ψ i 2 Þ and ð Γ 0 i þ Ψ 0 2 Þ can be set to " % 1", it denotes a group decisionmaking process that could employ the strategy of maximum group utility; whereas the values are set to " % 0", it denotes a group decision-making process that could employ the strategy of minimum individual regret, which is presented among maximum individual regrets.
Step 9. Ranking index (RI) is calculated by:
where the second term refers to all i for which χ i 4 0 while ε i 0 refers to all i 0 for which χ i ¼ 0 and ε i 0 ¼ ðmin χ i B ð Þ i Þ min j w j , where min j w j ¼ min j ðμ w j À ν w j Þ.
Step 10. The alternatives are ranked by considering the RI. The most suitable alternative can be provided by the preference rank order according to ϑ i and χ i concurrently. The minimum value of the RI indicates the better performance for the alternative i.
In sum, the main functions of proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey distance-based model are the following:
Creating system evaluation attributes related to system capabilities by considering objectives (Eqs. (1) to (3));
Extending candidate systems for attaining objectives and weights (Eqs. (4) to (6));
Apprising alternatives regarding to attributes (values of functions for the attributes; Eqs. (7) to (10));
Employing a fuzzy grey multi-attribute analysis method (Eqs.
(11) to (18)); Accepting one candidate as preferred (Eq. (19));
Case study for the inspection planning in automotive industry
In this section, a real case study is presented for the inspection planning in automotive industry in France. Different scenarios of inspection plans are proposed for the oil pump housing from Renault automobile manufacturing. "Inspection process generation" anticipates to better compromise between the effectiveness of inspection plan and associated cost. In industrial practice, this activity is positioned following the detailed product and manufacturing process design stages. Product descriptions, process and manufacturing capabilities are regarded as entries of this activity. To ease the application of the intuitionistic fuzzy grey distancebased model, a single automotive part of the overall oil pump is studied as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 ; the detailed information is also reported in Table 1 .
These latter have two roles. They are either the constraints or local performance indicators, encouraging certain decisionmaking choices. Note that the final objective is to propose an effective inspection plan. To be able to judge the effectiveness, the decision making attributes (criteria) should be defined and explained in detail. They are sometimes the extension of local performance indicators to the whole system. Next sub-section details the definition of these attributes.
Attributes definition
In the context, a performance analysis reveals the multiplicity of attributes. These attributes are usually including multiple natures regarding the available knowledge. This determines and constrains the attributes evaluation method for multiple performance facets. This is the decision-making process based on relevant attributes. For an effective decision-making process, it is essential to define and elaborate a decomposition of attributes and sub-attributes. Notably, the attributes can overlap. It means that the sub-attributes can be common to two or more global attributes. It is important to fix the appropriate decomposition of attributes to the context. The definition of a global performance indicator permits to find the best compromise by considering the attributes for an inspection plan solution (i.e., scenario). With a generic view on the product, manufacturing process and resources, inspection plan and resources, three global attributes are identified based on experiences of the professional experts, namely cost, difficulty realization and customer satisfaction, to cover all performance facets as provided in Fig. 3 .
Cost attribute
An analytical approach is employed to evaluate the cost of a solution, translated to the cost of quality provided by each scenario. There are direct or indirect costs and deviations. The evaluations can be focused on particular activities in the manufacturing and inspection as follows:
Manufacturing (milling, forging, casting) Process monitoring (detective/corrective) Product control (sampling rate/total inspection) One of the assumptions of this work is that there is no rework following failure detection, maintenance and assembly activities. Therefore, the inspection activities are regarded as on-line activities. For these activities, enough information is usually available to estimate the cost attribute affected directly.
Apart from these direct costs, two other important expense sources which increase the final cost, are the emergence of internal and external failures. They cause two non-productive sources of cost, including product scraping (recycling) and product maintenance, customer loss and customer claim. Product scraping or internal failure cost is also taken into account in the cost evaluation as it could be simply estimated. From an industrial point of view, the scraping cost is twice as high as manufacturing cost in long term. However, the difficulty of estimating external failure cost leads us to believe that it would be better to evaluate the non-conformity rate, seen by the customer, in a subjective way as a sub-attribute for customer satisfaction instead of cost. The cost would break down to product maintenance, customer loss, customer claim costs depending on competitive economic context. They may be further classified into overt and hidden external failure costs (Galin, 2004) .
Difficulty realization attribute
This attribute is generally translated through the capability. The capability is a measurable performance indicator to quantify the process ability with respect to the tolerances set by the specifications, and allows an objective choice of the quality level. Capability indicators are designed to represent the performance of the production, regarding the pre-defined objective. Also, the attribute can be synonymous with the production failure frequency and failure detection and prevention difficulty. To evaluate this attribute for the set of decision leading to a solution, the following subattributes should be considered:
The sub-attribute capability representative of all operations as a whole; to do so it is recommended to take the minimum operation capabilities' values into account as the worst case performance of the process.
The sub-attribute scrap representative of non-conformity rate either observed by customer or detected by inspection for each scenario.
The sub-attribute failure detection and prevention time, the estimation of whole inspection time as the failure detection or prevention difficulty; the planning of inspection activities will impact on this sub-attribute, related to production system failure detection or maladjustment.
The estimation of realization difficulty cannot be as precise as the cost estimation. It is pointed out that the available information is based on statistical data as the estimation of capability and the scrap rate given the inspection risk. To provide the performance rating of each scenario versus the attribute, linguistic variables can be properly utilized and converted into intuitionistic fuzzy numbers.
Customer satisfaction attribute
This attribute can take several forms: severity of each product or part characteristics and the process parameters from the designer's viewpoint to ensure the functionality of product, and the importance for characteristics from customer's viewpoint. However, these two forms are not necessarily identical. Also, regarding the design stage in which the case study is taking place, we do not possess the customers' feedback on the consequence of neither product design nor manufacturing process and inspection plan. This could not be feasible during the conception stages before releasing the product due to the lack of information. This is why the customer satisfaction is regarded as a subjective measure depending on how customer perceives the product and its usage.
For each alternative of solution, an objective estimation of external non-conformity rate, observed by customer, from manufacturer's viewpoint leads to a subjective estimation of the customer Fig. 3 . Attributes' decomposition.
satisfaction. A quotation scale should be defined to assess the risk of non-conformity for the customer or user regarding to estimated external non-conformity rate. The adaptation of the attribute's definition for the available information conducts to evaluate this latter based on the risk of non-detection for the non-conformity of characteristics via the selected inspection means. It is usually interpreted as the difficulty of detection. The non-conformity rate, observed by customers, is affected by the measurement uncertainty and frequency. It naturally depends on the capability of the process and the real non-conformity rate underlying the observed and detected failures. The sub-attribute is defined as the ratio between the number of defective products and the total number of delivered products.
It can be seen that the MADM models is essential for the generation of an inspection plan. At the same time these attributes take different forms through a multi-level context. Causal relationship between product or part characteristics and manufacturing process parameters and resources motivates an inspection plan comprising product conformity control and process monitoring. In fact, at product level the main attribute is regarded as the customer satisfaction. It often triggers the conformity control activities to verify the product or part specifications to ensure the expected functionality. Also, at process level that ensures the specifications, capability of manufacturing operations and rate of defective products are deduced from a global attribute as the difficulty of realization. This attribute triggers not only the manufacturing process monitoring but also the conformity control. The goal is to detect the problems during the production or prevention of these latter by the monitoring. Finally, at inspection control and monitoring level particularly for resource selection, the capability of inspection means, their efficiency, given the risks (i.e., inspection uncertainty) and inspection cost, have a strong impact on the generation of inspection process at the selection of control and monitoring modes and frequencies. To accomplish the coconception of product control and process monitoring, it is necessary to exploit the links among product requirements, part characteristics to control, and the process parameters to monitor.
This paper aims to consider the inspection tasks at different above-mentioned levels by introducing a new intuitionistic fuzzy grey distance-based model. To employ the proposed fuzzy grey decision model, the inspection plan scenarios are described in the next sub-section where those three main attributes are regarded as the global attribute or criteria for the evaluation and selection problem.
Implementation
There are different factors to be considered in the case study for solving the inspection scenario selection problem. The identification of each scenario and the best selection among them can improve the firm's performance in the tactical and operational point of views. For this purpose, five inspection scenarios are presented as follows:
Scenario 1: Product conformity control at the end of process Scenario 2: Process monitoring for all operations with C p o1.6 Scenario 3: Product control conformity at the end of process, and the process monitoring for all operations C p o1.6
Scenario 4: Product conformity control at the end of all operations with C pk o1.4
Scenario 5: Product conformity control at the end of all operations C p (monitoring)o1.4, and the process monitoring for all operations C p o1.6
It is pointed out that the main characteristics of this scenario planning are described in detail in sub-section 4.1. Consequently, these scenarios are evaluated versus the cost (€), difficulty realization and customer satisfaction (part per million (ppm)) as three evaluation attributes. The best scenario is selected on the basis of these main evaluation attributes by the proposed fuzzy grey distance-based model. Indeed, these scenarios propose an inspection plan including product conformity control and/or process monitoring activities. Conformity controls are taken place with 100% frequency, and process monitoring is applied by regarding a unit of the time on manufacturing resources, provided their station time. Also, the relative importance of the selected attributes is obtained by using the following linguistic variables: very unimportant (VUI), unimportant (UI), medium (M), important (I) and very important (VI), defined in Table 4 .
The performance ratings of the inspection scenarios in terms of the attributes are characterized by the following linguistic terms: very low (VL), low (L), medium (M), medium (M), high (H), very high (VH), which are defined in Tables 2 and 3. Three main attributes (i.e., cost, difficulty realization and customer satisfaction) are identified for the scenario selection problem of inspection planning, which are denoted as MA 1 , MA 2 , and MA 3 . Also, five potential scenarios or candidates are provided for the evaluation process of the most suitable one, which are denoted as S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 and S 5 . The intuitionistic fuzzy ratings of the five scenarios for the inspection planning as candidates by the linguistic variables and their respective numbers in Tables 2 and 3 are evaluated by the experts with respect to each subjective attribute. Also, the numerical values for each scenario versus objective attribute (i.e., cost attribute) are obtained as reported in Table 5 (step 1) .
Entropy weights of three main attributes are obtained by using Eqs. (4) and (5) (step 2). The relative importance (weight) of each selected attributes by professional experts is subjectively described by linguistic terms and is transformed into intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Thus, the weights of the main attributes subjectively provided by the professional experts are important (I), medium (M), and very important (VI), respectively. Consequently, the final weight of each selected attributes by using the proposed weighting method (Eq. (6)) is reported in Table 6 ( Step 3).
The intuitionistic fuzzy performance matrix is formed as illustrated in Table 7 , including the IF-PIS and IF-NIS by Eqs. (7) and (8) 
Discussion
In the proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey decision model, the gap between the ideal solutions and each scenario for the inspection planning is determined along with the ranking order of the scenarios. Also, the sensitive analysis is performed for different values of the distinguished coefficient as influential parameter and consequently the values of the RI for each scenario are reported as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The results indicate that the presented model can utilize any distinguished coefficient values to take account of the gap among the RI values of different scenarios, which can assist the top managers in the manufacturing firms to obtain the best scenario in the inspection planning for the selection problem.
Indeed, the proposed decision model employs the key concepts and principles of the IFSs and GRA to deal with the vague information and experts judgments under uncertainty. In fact, the model based on the compromise programming method and idea solutions along with the IFSs and grey theory can determine more flexibility to represent the imprecise/vague information resulting from a lack of data. Furthermore, a weighting method is extended based on the intuitionistic entropy method and experts' opinions as a reasonable way for the main attributes' weights by regarding a new intuitionistic fuzzy grey compromise ratio index for the evaluation, resulting in robust decisions in the manufacturing firms under uncertainty.
A comparative result has been made in Table 9 between the proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey model and the recent IF-TOPSIS method presented in (Boran et al., 2009) . Both decision methods have ranking problematic under uncertainty. The results show that the ranking orders of five scenario planning are the same although the proposed model has main advantages in concepts and functions of the fuzzy and grey approaches compared with recent methods in the literature.
In addition, we have discussed the results of the presented decision model with the professional experts within the common meeting for the inspection planning in the studied company, which have demonstrated that the results provided by the proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey model are appealing. For instance, the result of rankings, given in Table 8 , shows that the scenario 3 (i.e., S 3 , product control conformity at the end of process, and the process monitoring for all operations C p o1.6) is the first among potential candidates for the inspection planning in the above-mentioned company. When discussing these rankings of the presented decision model with the experts, they have confirmed that the best candidate (S 3 ) has been more appropriate than others in the selection problem for the oil pump housing. In fact, these professional experts have approved the results of the intuitionistic fuzzy grey model for the selection problem of the inspection planning in Renault automobile manufacturing.
Concluding remarks
The scenario evaluation and selection problem in the manufacturing planning is complex because of their different conflicting attributes and features. To make an appropriate decision, several potential scenarios can be presented by regarding individual levels of satisfactions for top and line managers in manufacturing firms.
Then, the best scenario should be recognized and then selected among them versus multiple evaluation attributes under uncertainty that appears to be very difficult. This paper has introduced a new distance-based decision model under uncertainty versus multiple criteria in real-life inspection applications. The presented model has been based on main concepts and principles of intuitionistic fuzzy sets theory and grey relational analysis as well as the uncertain compromise programming approach to the scenario evaluation and selection problem in manufacturing firms. Firstly, linguistic variables characterized by intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, considering the truthmembership function and non-truth-membership function, have been regarded to obtain the relative importance of each selected scenario as potential candidate for the inspection planning and to provide their performance ratings versus subjective attributes. Also, numerical values versus the objective attributes have been simultaneously considered. Secondly, a weighting method has been extended according to generalized version of the entropy analysis and intuitionistic fuzzy sets as well as experts' judgments to provide the final weight of main evaluation attributes. Thirdly, a new grey relational analysis, embedded with an intuitionistic fuzzy distance measurement by degrees of the satisfaction and non-satisfaction, has been proposed to appraise the extent of connections between two potential scenarios. Finally, a new compromise ratio index has been presented based on the concepts of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and grey theory as well as ideal solutions, as it can play a significant role in the scenario evaluation and selection problems for the manufacturing planning. In addition, a real case study for the inspection planning in automotive industry has been provided to demonstrate and validate the proposed distance-based model in the manufacturing firm successfully. Different scenarios for the inspection planning have been recognized for the oil pump housing from Renault automobile manufacturing, and then they have been evaluated by the presented model in the real-life situations. Also, the sensitivity analysis has been performed on influential parameter in the evaluation process. The results have demonstrated that the final rankings of inspection scenarios in an uncertain environment have remained stable throughout these changes. For further research, the development of decision support system can be recommended to solve the discrete multi-attributes decision problems in the manufacturing firms via the proposed intuitionistic fuzzy grey model.
